
IEEE Orlando - Section's Conference - October 2019 
 
Fellow IEEE Orlando Society Chapter Chairs and Interest Group Chairs, 
 
The IEEE Orlando Section is planning on hosting our first Section’s Conference in October 2019 at the 
University of Central Florida.  Our strategic goal is to have at least two of these conferences per year – 
one in the fall and one in the spring with the following objectives: 
 

• Provide Society Chapters and Interest Groups a venue to meet the minimum meeting goals 

• Engage IEEE Orlando Section members with the technical societies and interest groups 

• Retain graduate student members and student members upon graduation by showing the value 
of membership 

• Grow our membership base by opening these talks up to members of the community at large 
 
This fall, the IEEE Orlando Section is partnering with the UCF Student Branch to host the 
conference.  While we do not yet have a firm date, we anticipate this to be on Saturday, October 12 or 
Saturday, October 26, 2019 as to not conflict with UCF home football games. 
 
Also, our Student Branch has suggest a theme of Experience:  Mobility and the Internet of Things. 
 
We need your help for this conference to be successful.  For each Society Chapter and Interest Group, 
the conference has reserved one one-hour slot for the society or interest group to present a topic.  We 
are not asking for the Society Chapter or Interest Group to bring in a Distinguished Lecturer, but to 
provide a 45 to 50 minute talk on a topic, related to the conference theme that is of interest to their 
Society Chapter or Interest Group. 
 
I am asking for two things from this team. 
 

• I would like a commitment that as the society chapter or interest group chair, your society 
chapter or interest group will commit to presenting at the conference in October\\ 

• I would also like your participation in our planning over the next 10 weeks to ensure that we 
have a successful conference 

 
The conference planning meets on Friday between 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. at UCF Harris Engineering Center 
room 356 and via Webex (below). 
 

https://ieeemeetings.webex.com/ieeemeetings/j.php?MTID=m26a20ac04b77758b6f35166e64e
72f44 
Meeting number:            599 672 198 
Meeting password:         Ewasff6q 
Join from a video conferencing system or application 
Dial 599672198@ieeemeetings.webex.com 
 
You can also dial 173.243.2.68 and enter your meeting number. 
 
Join by phone 
+1-415-655-0002 United States Toll 

https://ieeemeetings.webex.com/ieeemeetings/j.php?MTID=m26a20ac04b77758b6f35166e64e72f44
https://ieeemeetings.webex.com/ieeemeetings/j.php?MTID=m26a20ac04b77758b6f35166e64e72f44


+1-855-282-6330 United States Toll Free 
 
I look forward to hearing your positive responses to this conference and to the continued growth and 
success of the entire IEEE Orlando Section. 
 
Thanks, 
 
Joe 
 
-- 
Joe N. Juisai 
joe@juisai.name 
Joe.Juisai@IEEE.org 
 


